
Spring 20 I6Time 3Hr Artificial Intelligence MA6 1008 MA60038
Instruction: There are 13 questions. Every Question carries 6 marks.
1. There are On' persons. At the back of every person '0' or' l' is written. 726 persons think the number

ofO's is either 83 or 84. What is On'?
2. Anil and Hari are writing numbers one after another. When Anil writes x Hari can write x+413 or

x+50 or x+425 in reply. When Hari writes x Anil can write x+ 37 or x+ 124 in reply. Let 724 be a
good number for Hari to write. On the basis of this information find another good number for Hari.

3. PI ..P512are persons. It is known that exactly 3 persons have cancer. Hence a sequence of group tests
is done. Last two tests are [P4IS,P416]and PISI. Which persons have cancer?
Example: Last two tests are [P509,P5I2] and Pm. It will be concluded that P226 , Pm and Pm have cancer.

4. Fault locate when fault not confirm. A ..G are tests. It is known that there is at most one fault P, Q or
R. How much money is required (minimum possible) to know which fault (if any) is present?
Test C, D, E, G can detect P. Tests A, B, C, F, G can detect Q. Tests A, B, C, E, F, G can detect R.
Cost of tests A: 392 B:471 C:320 D:184 E:6573 F:517 G:160

5. Root of a tree has 1000 children al ... aIOOO.alOOhas 1871 children. a200has 45 children. a300has 179.
a400, aSOO,a600.... aIOOOhas 64, 71, 121, 33, 12, 34 and 84 children respectively. When breath first
traversal is done what is the maximum size of Queue?

6. Let Flu, Plague, Cold are possible diseases. Ram and Hari are experts in detecting Diseases. Let the
credibility of Ram and Hari be 0.6 and 0.8 respectively. Ram says that Dipu has Flu. Hari says that
Dipu has Cold. What is the evidence that Dipu has Flu? [Example: When credibilities are 0.7 each
then probability is 0.455][When these are 0.4 and 0.6 then 0.304][0.5, 0.7 ~0.3542][0.2,0.6 ---+0.I7]
[0.3,0.6---+0.24] [0.1,0.3~0.0925]

7. Ram is asked whether he is willing to pay amount 'x ' to become the leader. If he says "yes" then
Ram becomes the leader otherwise for 80<x<200, 300<x<500, 570<x<700, 900<x< I000 Anil
becomes the leader. For other values of 'x' i.e. 0<x::s:80, 200::s:x::s:300, 500::s:x::s:570, 700::s:x::s:900
Hari becomes the leader. The profit of Ram when Ram, Anil and Hari become leader is 929,512 and
681 respectively. For which values of 'x' Ram would like to be the leader.
[Example: When profits are 400,210, 110 then Ram will be leader for l'-x<-19-0-a-n-d-2-0-0-::S:-x-<-2-9--'01.]

8. Kapil has eaten a part of apple. Ravi and Hari took Dinner together. Ravi eat a mango and the
remaining part of the apple (which Kapil eat). Hari eat another mango.
Representation: eat(K), eat(F), agent(K,Kapil), agent(F,Ravi), agent(F,Hari), apple(A), part(A,H),
part(A,W), mango(J), mango(T), J * T, Object(F,Hari,T), Object(F,Ravi,J),
There are two missing terms in above. Write both of them (smallest size) in the same box.

9. Find the maximum value of 'p' in following. Hint: The maximum value of 'q' is 997-&.
p=if (t>90) then 95 1-4t else 141+7t q=if 800-5t>440+4t then 917+2t else 1000-3t

10. Let A={(x,y,z,w)}. Write all those tuples for which feasibility condition x>y=>w>z is violated.
There are two such tuples. Write both of them in the same box.
A={ (23,34,19,58)(36,16,55, 14)(34, 18,44,89)(53,94,85,78)(24, 18,96,43)(44,25,19,34 )(83,14, I5,59)}

11. There are 3 stones red, yellow and green. The injuries caused by them take 218, 368 and 383 days to
recover respectively. Hari thinks that Anil want to hit Mohan by yellow stone. Hence Hari
exchanges its color by red stone. Kapil thinks that Anil want to hit Mohan by green stone. Hence he
also independently exchanges its color by red stone. However the fact is that Anil does not at all
want to hit Mohan. What is responsibility of confusion?

12. What is [(The answer of this question) mod 10]*4+5 I9?
13. Let Pi'S and Qi'S be the elements ofa set'S'. Let PI<P2<P3 .... <PIOOOand QI<Q2<Q3< .... <QI500 and

P527>QI269.What are the minimum number of elements the set'S' should have?
[Example: Let a.b ..k be elements of a set 'T'. Let a<b<c<d<e<f and g<h<i<j<k and d<i. The set 'T'
will have at least 7 elements. Reason: a= I2 b= 13 c= 14=g d= 15=h e= I6=i f= 17=j 18=k]

The End of Question Paper


